Issued by the
Administrator Of Vehicle Standards
In consultation with the
Australian Motor Vehicle Certification Board
Comprising Commonwealth, State and Territory representatives

CIRCULAR NO. 38-1-3
COMPLIANCE MARK APPROVALS FOR BRAKE SYSTEM SUB-ASSEMBLIES
INTRODUCTION
1.
ADR 38 makes provision for trailer manufacturers to perform calculations as a means
of demonstrating that a trailer complies with ADR 38. These calculations must use data
from approved sub-assemblies, that is, from sub-assemblies which have a Compliance Mark
Approval. Compliance Mark Approvals will be issued to sub-assemblies which have been
shown to comply with the requirements of ADR 38.
2.

The sub-assemblies for which approval will be granted are:
(i)

The control system (i.e. a combination of the air lines, valves, tanks etc).

(ii)

The suspension system (i.e. a combination of springs, hangers, radius rods,
equaliser beams etc).

(iii)

The foundation brakes (i.e. a combination of drums, linings, S-cam, back
plate, etc.)

(iv)

The total trailer brake system (a combination of either the previous 3 subassemblies or the equivalent components).

3.
Because sub-assembly approvals are based on tests conducted by the sub-assembly
manufacturer, which are basically the same as the physical tests conducted for the trailer
road test procedures, these tests will not need repeating by trailer manufacturers
demonstrating compliance using the calculation procedures.
MAKE, MODEL AND VARIANT DESIGNATIONS
4.
The Make designation is the general name by which a range of sub-assemblies or
equivalent parts made by a particular manufacturer is popularly known. It can but need not
also be the name of the manufacturer.
5.
The Model designation will be a particular name and/or code number by which the
sub-assembly, any Variants of that base Model and alternatives to a Variant or base Model
are to be identified for compliance purposes at least. It can but need not be the Model
designation used for the manufacturer's internal reference. A change in Model designation
will be required whenever there is a change which affects the characteristics of the subassembly with respect to compliance with ADR38 or which changes the relationship
between “input” and “output” when the sub-assembly is considered as a “black box”.
Changes to service brake booster size, slack adjuster length, over slung or under-slung
suspension may not change the Model or Variant. See Attachment 1.
6.
Any change to a base Model whose nature is likely to affect compliance would
require the creation of a Variant. In particular, any change of component or configuration
of components, whose performance normally affects compliance, included in the parts list
and installation instructions for a base Model will bring about a Variant. Changes to the
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brake lining make, grade or size would require a change in Variant at least and possibly in
Model as outlined above. The Variant Code will be a particular name and/or code number
by which sub-assemblies of that Variant are to be identified for compliance purposes at
least. It can but need not be used by the manufacturer for internal use. Components
whose performances do not affect performance maybe changed without creating either a
new Model or Variant. Changes of this sort are called alternatives to a Variant or base
Model.
7.
A new Model designation will be required for a Total Trailer Brake System Subassembly for any change in the range of values of GTMR, Total Trailer Axle Load, static axle
load and wheelbase or centre of mass height (if applicable).
APPLICATION PROCEDURES
8.
An application for Compliance Mark Approval for trailer brake system subassemblies should be made, using Form VSB72, to the AMVCB. A submission of evidence of
compliance with ADR38, using the appropriate annexes of Form CB 38, must accompany the
application together with a copy of the documents to be issued with each sub-assembly.
These documents are parts lists, a set of installation instructions and a list of the approved
data. If the parts lists or installation instructions for a Variant and its alternatives are in any
way different from those for the base Model, the documents provided with the application
must clearly indicate the differences. See paragraph 17.
9.
The AMVCB will use that submission of evidence to determine if the sub-assembly
complies with the requirements of ADR 38. Form CB38 requires details of the sub-assembly
and the results of the tests performed.
10.
Form VSB72 (and Form CB38) requires a Manufacturer's reference number. Each
application by a manufacturer must have a number which is different from that of any other
application by that manufacturer and a different* number must be used on each document
or form relating to an application. A separate application must be made for each Make or
Model of sub-assembly for which a Compliance Mark is required. Variants of a Model can
be included in one application for that Model, or made separately at a later date by
referring to the original base Model’s application. The same provisions apply to application
for approval of parts list alternatives.
11.
When demonstrating compliance for a Variant it is permissible to refer to results of
the tests conducted on the base Model in certain circumstances. If all the information in an
Annex of CB 38 is common to the Variant and base Model then that Annex need not be
resubmitted. Instead the manufacturer's reference number for that Annex and the VSB 72
to which it was originally attached shall be quoted in the second column of annex A of Form
VSB 72.
12.
A summary of the forms required in making an application for Compliance Mark
Approval is at Attachment 1.
13.
All correspondence and submissions of evidence to the Board in support of an
application for Compliance Mark Approval is treated by the Board as confidential between
the manufacturer concerned and the Board. However, the manufacturer may give written
permission for the Board to release specific items of information to certain other named
parties.
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USE OF COMPLIANCE MARKS
14.
A Compliance Mark Approval will be issued for a sub-assembly Make-Model for
which a satisfactory application has been made to the AMVCB. It will also cover Variants (to
the base Model) for which the sub-assembly manufacturer has demonstrated that the
Variant has exactly the same “input” to “output” characteristics, when considered as “a
black box”, as the base Model does. The Approval will also cover parts list alternatives to
Variants and base Models.
15.
A Compliance Mark Approval issued by the AMVCB allows the sub-assembly
manufacturer to distribute the sub-assembly Make-Model (and Variants) for which the
Approval is issued, and its approved data, for use by trailer manufacturers. There will be a
different Compliance Mark Number for each Make-Model.
16.
The approved sub-assembly should be used only in its entirely complete form as
described in the Application for Compliance Mark Approval and identified by the approved
parts list. Each sub-assembly shall be made available with a copy of the approved data,
installation instructions and a parts list. The Compliance Mark Approval is valid only if the
sub-assembly is in its entirely complete form installed according to the sub-assembly
manufacturer's instructions and all the conditions of Compliance Mark Approval are
complied with.
17.
It is important that the sub-assembly manufacturer identifies which Variant of the
Make-Model and which alternative parts list is being supplied to the trailer manufacturer
and provides the parts list and installation instructions appropriate to that Variant and
alternative.
18.
The sub assembly manufacturer will be responsible for ensuring that all the parts
comprising the sub-assembly are supplied exactly as per the Compliance Mark Approval
Application. The trailer manufacturer will be responsible for ensuring that the sub-assembly
is installed exactly as per the sub-assembly manufacturer’s instructions.
19.
The trailer manufacturer will use the approved data when completing the
submission of evidence of compliance by calculation (Form CB38 Annex C).
20.

An example of a set of Compliance Mark Approval documents is at Attachment 2.
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38-1-3 ATTACHMENT 1
SUMMARY OF FORMS REQUIRED TO APPLY FOR A COMPLIANCE MARK APPROVAL FOR
ADR 38 BRAKING SYSTEM SUB-ASSEMBLIES
VSB 72 -Application for Compliance Mark Approval for sub-assemblies of trailer brake
systems.
This form is a formal application for Compliance Mark Approval for a sub-assembly MakeModel and Variants of that Model. The sub-assembly manufacturer must ensure that all
sub-assemblies of that Make and Model comply with the requirements of ADR 38. This can
be done by adequate control during manufacture to ensure that all sub-assemblies are as
described in the application (including the submission of evidence).
Annex A to VSB 72 requires all documents for each ADR to be listed, quoting the
manufacturer's reference number for each document or form. A separate list is required for
each Variant. The document description in many cases will be such as ‘CB38 Annex J’ or
similar. The second column in Annex A is for such cases as when a document submitted
with a previous application is to be used for this application as well. Rather than send the
document again it is necessary only to quote the manufacturer's reference number for that
document and for the VSB 72 to which that document was originally attached.
CB 38 - Submission of evidence of compliance with ADR38.
This form is split into Annexes A to M. Only those Annexes applicable to the particular
application require completing and returning. The table on sheet 2 of CB38 shows which
Annexes are required for each case.
CB 38
Annex E.
This lists results of water performance tests. Annex E is used for Foundation
Brake System sub-assembly approvals. The Foundation Brakes shall be tested at the
claimed GALR. Physical tests are not required where the foundation brakes are the same as
used by the manufacturer on a previously approved sub-assembly. In this case the results
for that approval are used.
It is important to note that any change in friction materials requires an additional physical
test.
The results from one physical test may be referred to in several applications providing that
either the results have been submitted previously; or that all the applications, including the
one containing those results, are submitted together.
If a water performance laboratory test is to be it must be approved by the Administrator
prior to submitting test results. Refer to Circular No. 38-1-6 for details on water
performance laboratory test approvals.
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38-1-3 ATTACHMENT 1
CB 38
Annex F.
This lists results of time response tests. Annex F is used for Control System
sub-assembly approvals. The Control System shall be tested at the maximum actuator
volumes. Time response tests are not required for hydraulic brake systems. Physical tests
are not required where the control system (either as a sub-assembly or as part of a trailer)
to be approved is considered to be the same as a previously approved control system
(either as a sub-assembly or as part of a trailer). Refer to Annex E, Part B. In this case test
results for the approved control system are referred to in the same manner as described for
Annex E above.
Where the control system is of a modular construction it is permissible (for time response
purposes) to remove a complete module providing all the questions in Annex F Part B can
still be answered ‘Yes’. However it is important to bear in mind the other design
requirements for the control system which are covered in other Annexes. In certain
circumstances an answer of ‘No’ to a question in Part 8 may not require additional tests to
be performed providing it is still possible to demonstrate that the modified system complies
with respect to time response. For example, an answer of ‘No’ to question (ii) and an
answer of ‘Yes’ to question (iii) indicate that the time response is unaltered or improved. In
these cases a new Variant, at least, will be required.
CB 38
Annex G.
This lists data and descriptions of the Suspension System Sub-assembly and
results of skid limit tests.
Board Circular 38-2-2 details the test procedures for skid limit tests. Skid limits are required
to ensure that the calculations performed in Annex C are not invalidated by conditions
which would result in wheel lock-up in a road test.
It is fundamental to the use of skid limits that the foundation brakes used for the skid limit
tests are calibrated (i.e., the relationship between the output torque and input Control
Signal to the brake actuator is known).
Any change to the Suspension system which would result in changes to the skid limits
requires the creation of a new sub-assembly Model.
CB 38
Annex H.
This lists data and descriptions of the Control System Sub-assembly and the
results of physical tests. Design requirements are also checked.
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38-1-3 ATTACHMENT 1
The design maximum actuator volume requested is the maximum actuator volume for
which the Control System is designed. The service brake actuators do not necessarily form
part of the Control System. Where they do, a range of sizes may be shown on the circuit
details and parts list providing the time response tests were conducted using the design
maximum actuator volumes. Spring brake chambers; or other emergency or parking brake
actuators, will always form part of the Control System and only one size or part number may
be used unless the value of ‘A’ (the input to the Emergency and/or Parking Brakes) is the
same for all these actuators.
The value of ‘A’ shall be stated as the equivalent Control Signal, in E, for a stated brake
actuator area (or equivalent). For example a pushrod output of 4000 Newtons could be
stated as 0.32E for a 193 cm2 (type 30) actuator.
Where the value of 'A' is dependant on stroke, in spring brakes for example, the value of A
shall be stated as an expression in terms of the stroke, S, of the actuator pushrod in
millimetres.
For example A = (0.32 - 0.004xS) E for a 193 cm2 actuator.
Similarly, where the Supply Line energy level at which the Emergency brakes start to apply
(Emergency brakes cut-in level, L), required in Annex H, is dependant on stroke this value
shall also be given as an expression in terms of the stroke S. For example, Emergency
brakes cut in level, L = (0.58 - 0.0062 x S) E. Note that this energy level is the Supply Line
energy level. The effects of any valves between the Supply Line and the actuator must be
taken into account.
If the relationship between the value of 'A', or the Emergency brakes cut-in level, L, and
stroke is not linear it may be acceptable to ignore minor variations from linear. In this case
a graph of the relationship shall be provided as an attachment. It shall also show the
assumed linear relationship.
It is expected that Annex F be completed and returned in support of the time response
measurement in Section 5.
Any changes which alter the type of actuation, the Control System ratio (C), the input to the
Emergency/Parking Brakes (A) or the Emergency Brake Cut-in level (L) will require a new
sub-assembly Model.
Any other changes, except a decrease in service brake actuator volume may require a new
Variant to be created. After any changes it will be necessary to demonstrate the effect of
these changes and that all the questions in Part B can still be answered “Yes”.
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38-1-3 ATTACHMENT 1
CB 38
Annex I.
This lists data and descriptions of the Foundation Brake System Sub-assembly
and results of the physical tests performed. The figure for GALR is the maximum axle
loading at which the foundation brakes can comply with all the performance requirements
of ADR38. Tests for output torque and brake fade may be conducted either by using a
dynamometer or by road test. The applicable Annexes must be completed and returned.
Annex E is always to be returned.
Any changes which decrease the GALR or which alter the output torque per unit Control
Signal (T), or the ability to pass the fade or water performance tests will require a new subassembly Model. Brake actuators and actuating arm lengths are not part of the Foundation
Brakes, but their sizes will form part of the approved data.
Other changes may require a new Variant to be created. Any change in friction materials will
require a new Variant {or a new Model as outlined above) and retesting.
CB 38
Annex J.

This lists results of dynamometer testing used in providing results for Annex I.

It is permissible to conduct tests for only service brake effectiveness, or for only brake fade,
using the applicable sections of Annex J. Whenever Annex J is used Section 3 must be
completed.
CB 38
Annex L.
This lists data and descriptions of the Total Trailer Brake System Subassembly. If approved sub-assemblies are being used then compliance may be
demonstrated using Annex C. If approved sub-assemblies are not being used then the
appropriate physical tests must be performed. It is permissible to either conduct the tests
appropriate to each constitutent sub-assembly (and then perform calculations using Annex
C) or to conduct a series of road tests. Whenever a range of values (e.g. GTMR) is claimed
for the Total Trailer Brake System Sub-assembly, tests or calculations must be carried out
for each extreme (worst case) combination of values in the range(s). For example, on Dog
Trailers with a range of centre of mass heights and wheelbases, the extremes would be:
high height/short wheelbase; low height/long wheelbase.
Any change that requires a new Model or Variant for any one of the constituent subassemblies also requires a new Variant of Total Trailer Brake System Sub-assembly. It is
necessary to demonstrate that the Variant has the same range of values as the base Model.
However, any change in the range of values listed in Annex L, the number of axles or trailer
category will require a new sub-assembly Model.
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38-1-3 ATTACHMENT 1
CB 38
Annex M.
This lists details and calibration procedures for all test equipment used to
perform tests. Laboratory includes test tracks.
Only one Annex M is required for several applications which are submitted at the same time
if that Annex M covers all the test equipment used in conducting the tests described in the
applications.
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38 1-3 ATTACHMENT 2
ATTACHMENT 2 TO CIRCULAR NO. 38-1-3
Compliance Mark Approval - A Typical Document
38·1-3 ATTACHMENT 2
AUSTRALIAN MOTOR VEHICLE CERTIFICATION BOARD Comprising Commonwealth, State
and Territory
Authorities
Secretariat
AMVCB
P.O Box 293
CIVIC SQUARE ACT 2608
COMPLIANCE MARK APPROVAL
The Australian Motor Vehicle Certification Board (hereinafter called the Board) hereby
approves the use by the Company named and described in Schedule 2 hereto (herein after
called the Company) of a Compliance Mark Approval Number for the Sub-assembly
described in Schedule 3 hereto (hereinafter called a specified Sub-assembly).
In this Approval, a reference to an Australian Design Rule is a reference to a Rule endorsed
by the Australian Transport Advisory Council as set out in ‘Australian Design Rules for Motor
Vehicle Safety’ issued by the Commonwealth Department of Transport.
This Approval may at the discretion of the Board be cancelled or suspended at any time.
This Approval is issued subject to the following conditions:
1.

The Company shall not use the approved Compliance Mark Approval Number for a
Sub-assembly that is not the specified Sub-assembly.

2.

The Company shall not use for a specified Sub-assembly a number purporting to be a
Compliance Mark Approval Number that is not the approved Compliance Mark
Number.

3.

The Company shall not without the prior approval of the Board use the approved
Compliance Mark Approval Number for a Sub-assembly which is in any way different
from the specified Sub-assembly as described in the final format of the application
for this Approval. ‘The application’ includes reports and other documents relating to
the application.

4.

The Company shall by detailed quality control and test ensure continuing compliance
of the specified Sub-assembly with such of the Australian Design Rules mentioned in
Schedule 1 hereto.

5.

The Company shall maintain records of detailed quality control and test
documentation.

6.

The Company shall permit the Board or its agent to have reasonable access to its
plant for inspection of manufacture, assembly and test, and for examination of
records.
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7.

The Company shall carry out, to the satisfaction of the Board, any additional tests
required by the Board for the purposes of demonstrating compliance with such
Australian Design Rules mentioned in Schedule 1 hereto.

8.

The Company shall not use the approved Compliance Mark Approval Number for the
specified Sub-assembly on or after the implementation date for a new Australian
Design Rule applicable to the specified Sub-assembly.

9.

The Company shall pay to the Department of Transport the prescribed charges for
Compliance Mark Approvals.
SCHEDULE 1

No. 38 - Heavy Trailer Braking Systems.

38-1-3 ATTACHMENT 2
COMPLIANCE MARK APPROVAL
No. 123 SS2/50000
Make and Model: DELTA ZS-350
Schedule 2
Beta Transport Parts Pty Ltd. P.O. Box 14Bx2, Melbourne, VIC 3001.
Schedule 3
Delta ZS-350, Tandem Axle Suspension System.
Signed for and on behalf of the
Australian Motor Vehicle Certification Board
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